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Introduction Far from any traditional theoretical field (politics, urban planning, sociology, etc.) that often forgets to include an evolutionary aspect in their vision and/or freezes their object of observation in stiff concepts, “!Christiania in Perspective!” will offers an extended analysis of Christiania as a living organism, evolving in a real context and producing value and meaning . Toward that purpose, and as appropriate to speak about Christiania, the tone of this text will be particularly free-style.



Then, based on this clarifying audit, “!Projection of Christiania!” will recommend concrete actions to help its self improvement. Again, formal ideology will be put a side and an homeopathical yield i.e. a minimum action for a maximum effect, will be searched.



The grid used in the first part, “!Christiania in Perspective!” is a model appropriate to audit different forms of organisations ranging from companies to territorial administrations and includes the economic reality as one aspect among others.



Built in four parts, the report will show the strengths and weaknesses of Christiania observed through twenty-four different angles. The first part called “!Architecture!” will focus on the actual organisation of Christiania and how it functions. The second part, “!Style!”, will priviledge a qualitative approach of all those practises and will offer a more refined vision of Christiania’s reality. The third part called “!Integration!” will consider how Christiania relates to the outside and positions itself. And finally, the fourth part will try to explore the intangible aspect of Christiania under the label of its “!Mindscape!”.



The result of this sensitive audit should be a clear understanding of Christiania and its underlying project, in order to recommend appropriate actions aiming at its general improvement. These ideas will be developped in a second document, called Projection of Christiania.



Generally speaking, the method used in this report is an experimental model emerging from the current university reseach in the field of economics and organisations in Europe.



This proposition has been produced based on extended time spent in Christiania, meeting with many of its residents and/or participants.
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Grid of analysis The audit will consist in scanning Christiania’s reality under 24 different angles, independant from one another. Along this process, the more a problem or an asset is repeated, the more important it will appear and the more it will be considered in the recommendations.
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Part I : ARCHITECTURE • Physical Organisation Although Christiania emerged from an anarchist dynamic and is not yet properly integrated in the Danish state, it now proves surprisingly quite well organized and stabilized. After 30 years of existence, Christiania is structurely a “!young adult!”.



Christiania can be articulated as : - a place to live, - a place to work, - a place to visit, thus forming a very original and well knitted urban fabric.



Concerning the living aspect, the territory has been split in thirsteen “!areas!” managed by the Area Meeting which regularly makes decision for the local issues such as new residents, constructions, neighbour relations, etc. The money issues are however managed by the local economy meeting. Both meetings occur once a month.



Even if some areas are very different from others and range from urban landscape to countryside-like landscape, generally speaking, habitations have been built in a pretty irrational/organic way that urban planners would have been unable to imagine. As in “!self-built cities!” that exist in many countries, the constructions have followed an organic process of recycling existing buildings mixed with many individual initiatives. The positive result is that it produces a very “!alive!” city where residents are concerned about the space they live in and share, and eventually over the years, showing a conscious sense of conservation of what they have built. The sharing/communal aspect is also very important. No barriers and public access to every part of the land are a local requirement. The process of the land colonization and appropriation by the squatters has lead to a general dissemination of “!stuff!” everywhere on the piece of land. This bric-a-brac is very typical of squatted places. This continuous bric-a-brac should normally have a turnover as squatters use this second hand “stuff“ to install their homes, so it is never the same “stuff“.
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Since the last round of negotiations with the Danish state at the beginning of the 90’s, no new construction has been initiated, thus slowing down the expansion process but giving place to a dynamic of stabilization and improvement. The electricity and water infrastructures are now in very good condition and houses have all been strengthened over the years thanks to a very efficient “!mutual fund!” that has supported many occupants in their construction investments. This improvement dynamic is still ongoing and should be preserved. The limitation of construction is however a problem now, as children of Christianites have become adults and can’t find a place to live inside Christiania; hence the age of the population is seriously increasing. As the density of Christiania is much lower than the rest of Copenhague more construction could easily take place without upsetting the balanced ecosystem there.



As a closed community, residents have developed a full range of local services over the years including a post office, a child care, technical help for construction, a building material warehouse, wood and metal worshops, a garbage collection, and of course the mutual fund. All these services are efficient. The fact that many residents work in Christiania strongly contributes to the knitting of the urban fabric.



On top of all those services dedicated to residents and hosted by the central structure of Christiania, many Christianites have developed different forms of businesses independant from the central structure (about 70 independant businesses) dedicated to Christianites and visitors. Since the last round of negotiation with the government, all of these businesses have been translated into legal Danish corporations paying taxes to the State as normal companies. After a certain level of development, they sometime migrate outside Christiania, like the bike factory or the fashion brand Alis.



A vital handicraft scene is also to be noticed in Christiania whilst handicraft has desappeared from most international western cities. As for the construction, Christianites show a very strong level of initiative which may be as favorable to entrepreneurship as to the cultural life. It is interesting to note that Christiania as a so called “!free-city!” shows similarities to young countries like the USA or Canada with a minimum of state involvement and a very liberal spirit stimilating creation.



So the local cultural life is quite prolific in regards to the number of persons who actually live in Christiania (650 adults and 250 children only). Several concert/event rooms, handicraft workshops, a football ground, a poneyclub, a gay house, a radio station, several restaurants and cafés, a local handicraft market, a skateboard ramp and of course the soft drugs market. © Raphaële Bidault-Waddington @ Le Laboratoire d’Ingéniérie d’Idées ®
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As we said, all of these businesses are now regular danish companies just paying a rent to the central structure, with the exception of the soft drugs market (Pusherstreet) which it is outside of the danish law. Like all other businesses in Christiania, Pusherstreet is very alive and dynamic but perhaps too much. It is clearly one of the reasons why Christiania has such incredible notoriety and so many visitors, but many residents have a limited tolerance for it, so does the Danish government ! The actual functioning of the hash market has apparently stabilized over the last years with a net decline of associated violence, an efficient self limitation to soft drugs and a fair relation to clients. The volume of the sales seems important and difficult to measure. Most of the dealers are christianites; they probably provide themself in internation drug plateforms like Amsterdam.



The very strong cultural life of Christiania and its very original organisation and architecture make it a popular place to visit. Even if there is no local accommodation facilities, visitors come from all over Denmark, Europe and the world to spend some time here. The number of visitors keeps on increasing.



We can notice that this is slowly transforming the city with the development of tourist oriented activities, like for example the creation of a special shop/gallery at the new entry, or the alignment of part of the cultural life with more international standards.



• The Population As Christiania is a place to live, a place to work and a place to visit, we’ll separate the three associated populations. As we said earlier, the Christianite population accounts for about 650 adults and 250 children (below 18 yrs old) i.e. an average of 70 persons by area.



But recent studies show a serious aging trend of the population that we explained earlier by way of a lack of housing for the younger generation. We consider this point as a critical problem to preserve the life of Christiania. The other point to notice is the relatively low level of education of residents. It has been considered for many years as a place “!for all the black sheep of the country!” as Christianites say. This could be intimately related to the level of entrepreneurship and creativity shown by the population since it is well known that risk-takers and entrepreneurs often come from quite low social background or without higher level eduction (self-made men). The drawback of this is of course a population that doesn’t respond well to authority and has always shown a very strong resistence to the Danish government and its norms.
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Christianites have always chosen to do things by themselves and in their way, which is the reason why Christiania has at some point been considered a case of social experiment, and been able to give social opportunities to some in the Danish society who never succeeded in finding their place within the regular city. This is still very true as the central structure of Christiania continues to hire many of those “!black-sheep!” who have never been able to work anywhere else.



However, the aging of the population and the increasing number of children have softened the activism as Christianites now live in a quite similar way as other Danes, requiring security, education, parking places, etc. Social activism is now more on the surface than in the core. New residents, choosen by the area committees, are often young families with kids rather than single male activists !



The strong social activism remains in the younger crowd of Christiania that doesn’t necessarily live in Christiania but hang around or work there : pusher street boys, young skate boarders, gays from the city who now take care of the gay house, artists who perform in Christiania, etc. A slight conflict of interest is to be noticed between this renewed alternative crowd and original residents who now form a quite private society, like a clan.



Then the huge number of national and international visitors is the third type of population existing in Christiania. Christiania is the second most visited place in Copenhaguen ! Those persons gently mix with the local population who have always maintained the rule of keeping the entire territory as a public space. An interesing paradox of Christiania is this ambiguity between private and public. Christiania is a communal but private society.



Visitors come to entertain themselves, go for a walk, smoke a joint, see a show, have a meal, talk to people and hang out, as most tourists do. Christianites have remained extraordinarily kind and open to them as a “proper“ hippy culture. This kindness is rare and inspires respect from visitors who remain discreet and, for example, avoid having pic-nics in Christianites’ more private gardens !



• Transportation and Flows Christiania is a no cars area and has very low-tech transportation infrastructures; Christiania is a citygarden or a garden-city.
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Christiania has however well organised its garbage collection in a modern and ecological way, and has even recently invested in a important technology in order to sort the collected garbage in 50 differents under-families of product to facilitate its recycling. The team collecting the garbage also manages the stock of machines that may be used for the construction needs. It is a especially active service in Christiania.



Christiania has also organised its own post office and mail delivery in a well-performing way.



The car issue is a real issue as many Christianites own cars and park them oustide the free town. It is probably not residents’ car that are causing problem, but the amount of visitors congests the circulation in the surrounding areas so that the situation is now quite messy. Parking facilities should be better arranged.



Information between residents circulates through word of mouth and through the weekly newspaper, the “!Christianias Ugespejl!”, that relates all the local news, announces the planning of the different meetings, and discloses the decision and economic figures to everyone. Information in Christiania is transparent; this is part of the requirements of a selfgovernment policy.



Christiania remains a small neighbourhood like a village where everybody knows one another. Even if Christianites don’t necessarily get on well, the amount of link between residents is very unusual compare to most neighbours in Copenhaguen or in other cities. The self governance system definitely priviledges local involvement and fosters exchange between residents.



• Economic Flows The global budget of Christiania is now about 17Mln DKK per year. One half is collected from the residents who pay a fix unique rent, the other half from businesses who pay a yearly negotiated rent according to their profitability or eventual difficulties.



Then the central account, called Faelleskassen, pays 600 000 DKK per year to the Ministry of Defense as a land tax now assimilated as a rent. Water and electricity bills regarding residency should amount to about 3 mln DKK.



As we said, independant businesses negociate every year their monthly rent. As an exemple, the bar Nemoland which is probably one of the strongest business in Christiania, pays about 16 000 DKK per month.
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The total of businesses payments are half of the 17 Mln DKK total budget i.e. 8,5 Mln DKK.



Residents pay 1600 DKK per month to the Faelleskassen including : - 700 DKK for the rent, electricity and water, - 900 DKK for the local institutions and services : - childcare, - post office, - garbage collection, - building office, - economy office, - area budget.



The central economy meeting occurs once a month to dispatch the fund to the institutions. It gathers one person from each area, one person from each institution and then whoeverelse wants to attend (only Christianites though).



No clear datas are available regarding the budget of each institution. But we know for example that if any resident needs to repair or consolidate his habitation, he will pay only a third of the expense, another third will be paid by the area, and the last third by the central building office. In 1996 those expenses were about 25% of the total budget but considering that this budget has strongly increased, the proportion may not be the same.



After the dispatching to the different institutions, the central economy meeting finally decides the allocation of the remaining funds to : - exceptional projects : - art and political : 10 000 DKK / month - disaster foundation : 6-7 000 DKK / month - other projects (e.g. publishing a brochure, etc.) : about 7 000 DKK / month in average.



All the 70 independant businesses, pay taxes and VAT to the Danish state as regular Danish corporations (1996’s reglementation).



Then the Faelleskassen pays an approximatively estimated VAT to the Danish state for all the local services which are not so controlled. This enveloppe was about 150 000 DKR in 2002. The central accounting departement of Christiania is aware that this part of the local economy should be better managed and controlled.
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As there is no official authority in Christiania, bad payers are just shamed by being listed in the local news paper and pressured to pay or move out by their neighbours.However, it is said that many residents don’t pay their rent which is considered a real problem for the central Faelleskassen.



It is interesting to notice that the Faelleskassen operates like a kind of mutual bank that re-invests the collected rent into buildings, infrastructures and machines, as many farmers were doing at the end the 19th century. Christiania has a tight budget, doesn’t pay so well many of her staffs, provides low tech public services, offers very little education, but strongly invests in fixed assets for a young society.



Christiania has also a saving of about 600 000 DKR used as an internal insurance mutual fund in case of any emergency need like for example a major water pipe breakage.



As a condition to preserve their autonomy, Christiania has always paid its bills and strictly managed its budget to avoid bankruptcy. As a matter of fact, money from the Danish state has several times been refused. Christiania doesn’t want to depend on any body.



The way Christiania’s economy operates shows three obscure points that would need clarification. The first one is the VAT actual amount that should be paid to the Danish state; the second is the employment contracts for local institutions; the third is of course the soft drugs market.



Pusherstreet’s economy is totally autonomous from Christiania’s economy and no drug money enters the Faelleskassen. That leaves the Faelleskassen pretty clean but the traffic reality very obscure. It is almost impossible to get any figures about the volume of drug sold and of money made through the deal. This money is probably immediately taken away from Christiania, if not away from Copenhaguen and Danemark. The drug offer in Pusherstreet is very similar to the one of coffee shops in Amsterdam and we could imagine that Christiania’s drug comes from similar providers.



Finally, it is important to remember that there is no private property of building in Christiania. On top of the constructions, most fixed assets (machines, etc.) belong to Christiania and ultimately to the Danish state. Ultimately, the independant businesses are the only privately owned assets in Christiania. Most of them look profitable.



Christiania has also created its own currency called “Løn“. One Løn is worth 50 DKK and one silver Løn is worth 200 DKK.
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Those coins are not really used except as touristic objects. Visitors may buy sivler Løns; the income on those sales is about 50 000 DKK per year which approximatively pays for the coin production. The exchange rate is fix.



• Legal Aspect Christiania is a very interesting legal/illegal case !



As Christiania is a “!free-city!”, it has positioned itself outside any legal frame and has built its own legal system. Christiania’s law is not written but oral as traditionnally in scandinavian countries.



As Christiania is only 32 years old, only few rules have been implemented : - No hard drugs, - No weapons, - No violence, - No trading of buildings or residential area.



On top of these few rules, there is absolutely no official authority. Every decision is a fruit of pure mutual agreement in the frame of the different meetings. The most important meeting is the Common Meeting. This is unique in western countries and should be preserved as a beautiful and exceptional example. The current normalisation process will have to avoid damaging this subtle social balance even if, as we said earlier, some legal measures should be taken and some operations framed in proper danish contracts.



• Strategy As Christiania has no government, it doesn’ have any central strategy. The strategy of Christiania is to let things grow in an organic and free-style way. Then collective answers are found in response to eventual problems in a mutual process. Nothing should be changed in that regards. To the contrary of urban planners who generally project stiff visions and functionalities on space, Christiania slowly develops life, creation, and value in its own fanciful unexpected way.
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Part II : STYLE While the first part has been focusing on the functional and operational aspect of Christiania, this part will now tend to qualify this reality in details in order to get a better perception of Christiania’s aesthetics. Series of images are joined to this document to expand this approach.



• What Christiania specially offers As we said, Christiania is a place to live, a place to work and a place to visit.



Christiania is a recycled town. The core buildings of the city are old military buildings transformed into apartments and houses, concert halls, workshops, etc. Because Christiania was abondonned by the Ministry of Defense when it was squatted in 1971, those buildings were in bad condition. Even if their fucntion has been modified from military to housing purposes, some of those buildings, like the bastions or the Grey hall are considered as worth being kept as an interesting testimony of traditional Danish military architecture (SAVE criteria) and Christianites have certainely helped in this conservation process.



Other smaller military constructions have also been surprisingly transformed like for example all the small powder reserves (4 m2 house) that has been used as foundations to build medium sized wood houses, wrapped around so that the original brick construction has been almost digested.



Rather than urban architecture, Christiania’s constructions are all in wood like countryside houses and reminds one of traditional Danish folklore.



This countryside aesthetic of Christiania is very important toward an understanding of Christiania. As an organic process, Christiania wants to keep a balance between free nature and man-made construction.



But on top of this folklore base, Christianites have added a layer of an exceptional hippy fanciness, including a very wide range of colours, and exotic details brought back from travels around the world (asia, india, africa, latin america, etc.). This is very typical of a hippy generation but also from a mythic scandinavian tradition of navigating and travelling. This mix of national folklore and international exotism is certainly one of the strongest charms of Christiania, all the more that it is mostly hand-made.
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In our industrial, machine built, hygienist society, craft has gained an impressive added-value of exotism/romantism.



The drawback of this is of course that most Christianites’ houses and constructions need a lot of care, and need to be regularly repaired. However it is part of the Christianite way of living to dedicate a lot of time to one’s house and shared space. So it thrices



As we said, constructions have however been seriously improved over the last 10 years as no new constructions were allowed. As a community willing to respect environment and be economical, second hand material has been intensively used and recycled in Christiania. The warehouse to buy building material offers mostly second hand product. This economical consumption attitude is starting to be threatened as brand new standard products are now available at cheaper prices. Recuperation is thus declining.



As recuperation has been one of the major instruments of Christiania’s construction, it is interesting to notice that Christiania’s landscape shows hundred of spots of bric-a-brac, in front of houses, at the corner of a path, at the end of a road, as temporary deposits of “!stuff!” to be used later in the construction and decoration process. As we said, this spreading is very typical of squatted places as a technique of spacial appropriation like animals mark their territory.



But if recuperation and recycling decline, something should be done about this temporary bric-a-brac which will continue to accumulate and may become not so charming anymore if there is no turnover anymore.



Another typical aspect of Christiania’s landscape is the amount of colours and drawings. As tags and graphittis are a also recognized as a space appropriation dynamic, Christianites have cultivated wall-painting at a good artistic level. Rather than random scribbles, older and younger christianites have demonstrated a very interesting and intense wall-drawing culture. The older generation showing a hippie influence, the younger a hiphop influence, but both generations demanding for good artistic standard to the contrary of many international suburbs covered with mediocre drawings. This activity is stil very alive and intense in Christiania, who organised last year a respected international graphiti competition. Christiania shows a qualitative and fanciful “!street culture!”.
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As the younger generation is more active in the central part of Christiania, the more urban part, contemporary drawing are much more important there than in the more country-side like part of Christiania which has kept the original 70’s hippie façade. Those two parts of the free-town balance one another very well and in many aspects.



The landscape of Christiania is an exemplary case of coupling countryside and urban life often qualified as utopian. It is important to preserve this.



Concerning the collective service, Christiania offers a minimum of services in a efficient way and for a an extremely cheap price. As an emerging society, it slowly develops its public service : post-office, child care, garbage collection, etc. Every service is marked by the “Christianite’s touch“. The kindergarden is not a Steiner school but seems to be very oriented toward the creativity of the children.... a lot of drawing of course. The building office is very important. It provides every resident with technical help and funding for construction requirement. After 30 years of communal construction, Christiania shows a very strong traditional building knowhow from houses to canalisation, from roof to bridges. These know-hows should be valued and cultivated.



The weak part of the public service of Christiania is probably education as the general level of education of the population is lower than the national Danish level. Christiania has no school, no library, no bookstore. As we said it has a very handicraft earthy culture and a festivity oriented mind.



As Christiania is a place to work, let’s explore this aspect.



The local institutions mostly hire residents, and have thus been able over the last 30 years to give jobs to “all the black sheep“ sheltered in Christiania. State public services often do but Christiania has done a very good job in this respect. It now hires also people from outside Christiania as there is no more housing available.



Individual initiative maintains a good rhythm in Christiania, so many residents have a work-shop, are free-lancers or start a business, often related to art or handicraft.
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As the population has been aging, this local creation is now a bit dated. If handcraft is exceptionally alive in regards to the rest of Copenhaguen, the local art practises have aged and cannot be recognized as a fine art scene. It is a folk art scene and a memory of 70’s hippie culture, which is very attractive for international tourists.



More contemporary artistic practises emerge from the younger crowd in the area of pusherstreet gathering young residents, younger persons working in Christiania, or artists coming to perform in all the event spaces easily available in Christiania.



As we said before, this is the beginning of a rupture in Christiania’s urban fabric.



The local open market is a very strong sign of this phenomenon as none of the shops actually sell local artwork or handicraft but only offer international “supposed to be“ handicraft products imported from exotic countries.



It will be interesting to see what will be offered at the shop/gallery that should open at the entry of Christiania. It seems important that Christiania doesn’t cheapen itself for touristic commercial reasons.



This remark generally concerns all the cultural services offered by Christiania, dedicated to residents, visitors and tourists. This could slowly transform Christiania into a kind of theme-park rather than an anomalous city. In that regards, we should remember that museumification is a killing process.



The quality of all the services offered should be closely watched.



Although the touristic aspect of Christiania has boomed over the last few years, no accomodation services are provided, as no new construction has been built. Tourists just come for a “cool moment“, walk around, have a drink, smoke a joint, etc. The joint offer is certainly one of the most attractive offer to visitors who search for this “cool moment“ and also enjoy the thrill of being in a kind of illegal but now very safe environment. The more visitors the safer, the safer the more visitors. This process automatically normalizes and stabilizes Christiania.



Pusherstreet activities have apparently strengthened over the last few years. The soft-drog market offers a very wide range of substances, from mild moroccan hash to exhilarating thai weed or to very strong dutch super-skunk, but only soft drugs and all the related accessories : rolling paper, pipes, etc. © Raphaële Bidault-Waddington @ Le Laboratoire d’Ingéniérie d’Idées ®
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But if visitors come from everywhere to buy their joints in Christiania, it is certainly because the free town is a very safe area where clients can see well what they buy and don’t get scammed. In every city of the world drugs are being bought through obscure transaction. Christiania and Amsterdam are the only places where drugs can be safely bought. This is of course limited to soft drugs as there is no hard drugs in Christiania unlike many other neighborhoods of Copenhaguen. As it is very hypocritical not to recognize that soft drug consumption has become very common in most Europe, this openness and safety are valuable.



But this market should be paid attention to and canalised as many christianites seems to be bothered by the recent intensification of this market. Very few datas are available about Pusherstreet. It feels like this market is very organised and that dealers have a strong mutual agreement to keep their operations safe. As a matter of fact, violence related to this trade has declined in the last few years. It could also be due to the fact that when a market is growing everybody gets a bigger share so competitors are all happy and collaborate rather than fight. Or else, the current stabilisation of violence could be explained by a sort of “cold war“ between two clans who equally hate and challenge one another in a steady invisible reciprocal threat. These hypotheses are not funded on any specific information on our part.



On a cultural level, it is important that Christiania is not only associated to a “joint smoker culture“ even if this culture is intimately linked to Christiania history, as the hippie culture is.



• To what kind of persons First, we’ll focus on the residents. As pioneers who squatted Christiania in 1971, Christianite have been aging.



Resident are now well settled, have a car and a more comfortable way of living even if they remain faithfull to their hippie style. New residents have often been chosen according to this aesthetics and have also this bo-bo (bourgeois-boheme) quiet attitude. They all enjoy very much family and nature and generally search for peace (and love).



A small group of old social activists remains, but seems generally more quiet than they were a decade ago.
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Their aesthetic is now clearly dated and they can’t pretend to be trend makers anymore. So they hang around the free-town and tell stories to visitors at the bars. They are still “alternative“ but not “underground“; alternative because well differenciated but not underground because not considered as an avant-garde. So activism has shrunk around the central question of pusherstreet.



Although smaller, the crowd of activists in Christiania has remained hard-hearted about the question and would still be ready to fight battles with the police forces, eventually with guns and weapons said to be hidden outside of the free city.



This younger crowd, faithful to the original “alternative“ attitude of Christiania has partly succeeded in creating another Christiania aesthetic, more “underground“, listening to electronic music or hip hop, skateboarding, organising rave parties, and so on. But nowdays this aesthetic is even stronger in many other neighbourhoods of Copenhaguen like Vesterbro or Norrebro. Christiania has lost some of its artistic laboratory value but bizarrely keeps a high potential value. We’ll come back late on this hopeful value.



So the christianite family is now a mix of old creative persons (sunday artist) among which only few succeeded (e.g. Nils Vest) on a national scene and young more underground persons. We’ll nuance this point by saying that probably some of these supposed to be bad artists could have been noticed in the past by a finer art scene, like for example, the painter William Skotte Olsen, who has something of a more interesting touch and aesthetic line than other local painters of his generation.



The younger crowd seems actually a bit desperate to occupy more the local scene in a normal intergenerational tension but rather than endlessly struggle locally, many of these younger or more edgy christianites have put their energy in other neighbourhoods.



This contributes to the fact that local activism has shrunk to essentially focus on the hash legallisation issue.



Finally the last population we defined is the visitors one. On top of all the regular visitors from Copenhaguen and Danemark, since Christiania has an international notoriety, numerous visitors come from many countries from around the world. © Raphaële Bidault-Waddington @ Le Laboratoire d’Ingéniérie d’Idées ®
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For a while, visitors were mostly young people enjoying alternative culture as international joint smokers, but now it is possible to see a bus of third age persons entering the free town !!



It is extraordinary to see how Christiania’s aesthetics, with less than 1000 persons, resists dilution and keeps its rich colours together. As we said several times, this is due to the dense urban knitting that Christiania has been able to create and maintain. Even if the younger scene has less space, even if hundreds of random tourists inundate the streets, Christiania’s life-style persists very well; it still mixes attractiveness and roughness like a wild plant.



Christiania resists.



• How it behaves Resistence is actually a key to understand Christiania’s behaviour.



Like the nature around, Christianites have always preserved their freedom or their feeling of freedom. As the nature around, it regulates itself little by little according to emergency and external requirement.



Part of the external pressures is the one of the Danish government who has regularly been shaking the edifice. Those moments have always been important moments of questioning and opportunities to redefine itself. From an alternative structure it became a social experiment, then an ecological society example. The current crisis should be appreciated as a healthy moment so that Christiania keeps on resisting and remains true to its ideals. The model to be thought of should however consider the social stabilization and normalization dynamics going on, and should probably focus more on the cultural paradigm.



Creativity, festivity and goodwill are the most important qualities of Christiania even if the product of this creativity has slightly drifted from the artistic scene to the economic scene. Creativity and initiative may converge in both directions if it is mixed with economic wisdom as Christiania has proved in the last decade.



As artists or entrepreneurs, Christiania doesn’t like to be taught what to do, but it has acknowledged the necessity to dialogue and negotiate to preserve its existence. The result is a unique case in the world of 30 years of independancy.
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Christiania has thus cultivated a smart “wait and see“ attitude, waiting from the outside to say stop to its uncontrolled, free, organic behaviour. But its “mutual agreement“ policy, on which has been built the meetings system, has enabled Christiania to get through every crisis and to find a final agreement. At the end, Christiania has not a negative destructive attitude. Even if it remains animal and free, it wants to create finally in a very positive way (as a matter of fact, the punk attitude has been quickly kick out in the 80’s and no signs of it remain !!).



Festivity should be considered as a major motivation for christianites more than profitability or standard social ascention through education. The cultural scene has kept this fun and light tone. Each demonstration Christianites have organised had a political dimension but where always huge parties and entertaining shows ! It is of course part of the attractiveness of Christiania for visitors.



Christiania has also been smart about keeping the support of many media, with the same openness as the one offered to visitors.



Christiania definitely holds an amazing sympathy capital.



• Partners The media are Christiania’s most important and best partners. Even if Christiania’s esthetics have aged and is not a source of new trends, so many newspapers magazines, radio stations, tv stations keep on talking about Christiania as a magical example.



Christiania is a small community of less than a thousand persons, with no authority and no weapons but holds a very strong power thanks to its media support. As in quite a few other places of the world, the image arm is a very efficient one to resist !



Though, as Christiania is a pretty closed society, it doesn’t need more partners and doesn’t depend on anyone. Because the drug traffic has been kept out of the local economy and system, Christiania has thus protected its autonomy. So international drug circuits are only very silent partners.
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• Management and Authority As we all know, Christiania has no governement and auto-regulates itself thank to various forms of meeting.



The Common Meeting is the most important one taking major decisions and planning the strategy.



The dynamic of Christiania’s founders was to go for action and creation, not into politics. This is still true. Christiania is an example of a society with no fight for power among individuals. As we said above, problems are solved case by case by mutual agreement thanks to a strong cohesion among the community. Then local meetings, much smaller than the Common meeting, deal with the current issues of the area on a very concrete level. Areas have an average of 70 inhabitants so local meetings are almost like “building coops“.



• The General Harmony Once again, Christiania is a strongly knitted fabric showing a very original experimental pattern.



Fanciness, creativity, festivity, free-styling and roughness shape the pattern.



The colors and texture are very resistent but this will not last forever if no care is given to it internally as much as externally. As the community is aging, it will probably get tired of resisting. The result is self-normalisation, as we described it, with little breaks here and there as we also said, like for example the brick house and basket ball field built at the entry of the free-town.



The current internal issue can be analysed as the opposition of a conservation dynamic vs a renewal dynamic. Creativity should be the tool to find an elegant method to allow the cohabitation of both. So too should be solved the legal issue.



Answers will be recommended in the Projection Part.
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Part III!: INTEGRATION In this part, we’ll now focus on how Christiania positions itself or can be positioned in the world according to six different perspective lines.



• In the branch of territorial administrations. Christiania is an alien in the branch !! The question is actually pretty complex as Christiania may be considered as a neighbourhood of Copenhaguen, as a city in the city or as a state in the state. The status of Christiania is still very unclear. Its unique link to the branch is an agreement with the Ministry of Defense to pay a tax to occupy the land. If this agreement may be assimilated as a rent, then Christiania could also be considered as a private park, public to visitors but private in its constitution.



As Christiania looks like a young society, still in the process of defining itself, this position should get clarified little by little in the future.



• In its competitive environment Although its status is ambiguous, we’ll now try to compare Christiania to each of its potential competitive environments.



As a private park to visit, Christiania immediately competes with Tivoli, both places registering the biggest amount of visitors and tourists in Copenhaguen. The difference is that Tivoli is a fictionalised place dedicated to entertaining while Christiania is a real life place, alive and evolving. Its entertaining tourist aspect is a consequence of a social reality, it is not its primary vocation. As a economic comparison, Tivoli generated more than 300 Mln DKK of turnover, about 11 Mln DKK of net profit and more than 5 Mln of tax to the state. Tivoli total assets oscillate around 600 Mln DKK after more than 150 years. How much would be worth the collective creation of Christiania (350 habitations, etc.), as an asset, after 30 years of existence ?
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As a neighbour of Copenhaguen, Christiania competes with Vesterbro and Norrebro for their cultural scene, their young artistic crowd and drug facilities (mostly Norrebro). Following what we said before, Christiania has lost some of its attractiveness regarding these criteria. As a dated place it has strong success with international visitors but local underground artists have often taken distance from Christiania. It is also due to the lack of housing facilities available in the freetown.



As a city in the city and a residencial area, Christiania is extremely competitive as rents are much cheaper than rents anywherelse in Copenhagen especially since the real estate crisis currently going on in Copenhaguen. But this point is complex and should seriously nuanced because residents have spent huge amounts of time and money to build their habitations or infrastructures, and to manage their place (the meeting system is very time consumming for every one). Actual cost should be properly quantified. Simple comparison of rent prices is nearly irrelevent. Christianites have had a very strong goodwill and investment behaviour. They have prefered to endure many years of precarity to build this collective construction, so it now sounds quite normal that they get rewarded from it. What sounded bad and unattractive 25 years ago now turns into a very charming place thanks to their goodwill, efforts and risk taking. It is important to keep that in mind to value properly Christiania. The difference resembles the difference between someone valuing its know-how as a wage-earner or as an entrepreneur. Christiania generate 600 000 DKK of tax equivalent to the state (assimilated as a rent) plus all the income tax paid by businesses and residents (data not available).



As a state, the comparison should be made on a legal level. Christiania’s law has only few oral rules and cannot be compared with any specific state. To the contrary of the Danish state who has an extended involvement in the life of the country, Christiania cultivates a minimal central system like the US.



We’ll also remember that in more ancient times, laws were oral (especially in Scandinavian countries) prior to becoming sophisticated codes.
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• In the environment Because Christiania used to be a military place, the ground is known to be very polluted. The nature has however been growing in a very luxurious way as Christianites have been very good at valuing their natural environment. It is part of the general organic development policy.



The landscape of Christiania is extremely precious and exceptional in a urban environment. The shore and the surrounding water could eventually be improved for the future. The ground could also be treated, especially in the more country-side part of the land.



Then, as Christiania has been giving such a strong life to the originally deserted piece of land, its has built an implicit bridge between the city and the mostly abandoned industrial site behind, all along Refshalevej and past Quintus Bastion. The fact that young artists from Copenhaguen have started activities in this area is a good sign of this urban dynamic. Rather than Christiania which is already very occupied and absolutely irreplaceable, this empty piece of land shows a huge potential and would deserve a proper architectural study and planning.



• In the society As the danish society is extremely organised and planned, Christiania stands as the messy alternative spot, able to host and integrate “the black sheep“ of the country which is a highly valuable function. Creativity and self-development have been the therapy offered, like a kind of Steiner school for adults.



This “Black sheep“ integration process may not be as efficient as one or two decade ago because of the general normalization process going on, probably because of an evolution in the “black sheep“ population and a general decline of the construction and handcraft activities.



On another hand, so many persons have projected utopian vision on Christiania that we could say that it incarnates a hope vector in the society as a tangible example of “somethingelse“ or of an alternative system.



So Christiania has a very strong symbolic value in the society even if now most people recognize that Utopia is more a concept than a reality. But because of this strong symbolic value, Christiania is still called a “free-town“ as a form of Utopia and a place of hope.
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Finally, on a more simple level, Christiania is an example where festivity has kept a central position in the local way of living. In Christiania, life is not a painful struggle but people are ready to struggle and work hard to enjoy and have fun !



• In the media We said that media were among Christiania’s best partners. If local medias have sometimes been critical, most of them generally support Christiania and regularly speak about it. Concerning international medias, the voice has been even more flattering always describing Christiania as an extraodinary experiment, or as fabulous place that no one should miss to visit when in Copenhagen. All over the world Christiania is mentioned as the “cool“place in Copenhaguen with nature around and soft drugs openly sold... The amount of international visitors reflects well this international notoriety that media has been talented to promote.



The more Christiania is in crisis with the Danish government, the more hot the subject is in the media.



• In the history On an historical perspective, Christiania inherits from many things. First, Danemark has a history of free lands that governments have allowed for different reasons. Those reasons may have been cultural or economical (e.g. the harbour free of tax to support international trade, etc). The fact that Christiania is still existing after more than 30 yrs is actually a sign of this national taste. Northern Danemark also has some “free zones“, self-managed like Christiania, but less famous because of less legal problems.



Christiania has certainely gone along the Hippie movement and inherits from this peace and love movement with its nature oriented life-style, its alternative culture influenced by Bob Dylan or the beat generation, the importance given to children and childhood, and a common desire for free acting and self-expression.



Concerning the mapping of Christiania, a word could be said about the fact that its perimeter is a remainder of the general “star shape“ given to Copenhaguen in more ancient times.
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The bastions buildings were fringing the city. Christiania, in some ways cultivates this bordeline position. “Sandra of the Tuliphouse or how to live in a free state“, the film that Joachim Koester, a major contemporary Danish artist who has dedicated a part of his work to Christiania, with Matthew Buckingham from 2001, highlights many historical possible links behind Christiania, signalling deep historical roots.



Regarding the political history, Christiania inherits from an international trend toward utopian ideas over the 20th century. In the political history and if we remember Charles Fourier’s inititial work about utopia, Christiania figures a case of a possible utopia. But the paradox is that on an architectural point of view, it is exactly the opposite. Utopian cities, built (from Le Corbusier to “new towns“) or not built (e.g. books of Aldous Huxley or Eugène Zamiatine), have always been thought from above, as the view of one (dictatorial) man, and have often involve progress and technology. Those approaches have always searched for efficiency and rationality (Corbusier’s functionalism) in order to “bring happiness and freedom for the people“. All of those cities have proved extremely disappointing on a social level. Many new cities around Europe have turned into scary deadzone after not even half a century and so much investment.



To the opposite, Christiania’s organic irrational and unplanned growth should be seen as a successful case if we consider the strong affection Christianites have for their free-town and the vivid dynamic going on there.



So we will just keep in mind that founders of Christiania didn’t have any political motivation when they first squatted the place. Or else, while utopian ideas have often been generated by a communist ideology over the 20th century, Christiania’utopia is certainely closer to an anarchist ideology.
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Part IV!:



MINDSCAPE



• The initial shuffle It is actually very important to recall the original scene of Christiania’s birth.



Nils Vest explains that moment very clearly in his documentary film “Christiania you have my heart“.



The founders, most of who remained quite anonymous, had a simple desire, the one of “just building our own space“. And they just did it !!



They thus created a very dynamic trend, full of energy and courage, built houses or temporary habitations, and, little by little, organised their common space.



Their motivation was, at a time of an intense political, ideological or intellectual debate, to get out of the intellectual scene, go for action and build their own little dreamland that some called utopia, others freedom. They called it Christiania.



• The history and the dynamic of development Along the way, some tried to take advantage of it, some tried to get famous out of it, some projected political ideology on it. But Christiania maintained a strict decision of being a place with no power and no authority.



Because the place had no authority, it became a favorable place for illegal activities which were not part of the original intention. The soft drug market developed very quickly since it was a fashionable drug among the hippie crowd. The music and live performance scene came along, the black sheep also.



As the space was very big, everyone could settle and no restrictions were made to new entrants.



This chaotic and free development led to some serious crises which regularly had to be handled. The biggest crisis was certainely when the punk fashion arrived bringing loads of heroine dealers and consumers. A “no future“ dynamic entered the place and damaged the original creative energy. © Raphaële Bidault-Waddington @ Le Laboratoire d’Ingéniérie d’Idées ®
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The Danish government has always been a very important element to oblige Christiania to deal with those moments and take measures. The current situation could be understood as a similar healthy and necessary moment to a general questioning of the motivation of Christiania, if Christiania is to be considered as an on-going project.



As we said earlier, Christiania resists and sometimes resistence is a strength that halts production of a vision and a project for the future.



• Decision making and risk taking aspects The management of Christiania is made through different meetings dedicated to specific issues.



The document presenting Christiania recalls the objects of all those meetings and how decisions are made. Mutual agreement is the key of the system, based on the goodwill and common sense of individuals. Christiania has thus created another form of democracy with no authority but a global acceptance and respect of decision made through the meetings. Even if we can imagine that some older or more charismatic individuals have an unspoken lead on decisions, the system is extremely soft which is an incredible performance given the risks taken by Christiania.



First, Christiania has been growing under the on-going stress of being out of the Danish law concerning buildings, drug traffic, tax payment, and so on. We said that this pressure has probably fed the strong resistence that Christiania still keeps.



Second, Christiania has taken the risk of refusing any form of authority including police forces, so that it exposed itself to many years of violence and insecurity. The fact that violence and crime have shrunk in the last few years is a great victory, even more considering the amount of violence going on everywhere around the globe.



In some ways, Christiania took the risk to believe in and trust individuals as being able to have a common sense to manage themselves without authority, and to have positive initiatives. They thus collectively refused crime as much as they refused authority; the crime rate in Christiania is extremely low for a place with no police forces. It is said that in Christiania the power is there for whoever wants to take it as a proof of this ultimate trust and hope that people will always end in not arming Christiania.
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Sometimes it failed but we have to admit that Christiania shows remarkably well after 30 years of exposing itself to this incredible risk. Anarchy has quietly turned into a mature and wise system able to manage risk and trust in the future, hidden behind a fanciful and entertaining façade.



• The name as a brand Christiania was named by the original squatters in reference to the original name of Oslo (some of the squatters were norvegian), to the area being called Christianshavn, and probably to the extremely non conformist danish queen from the 17thcentury who was pecularly close to artists and had an incredible international reputation. Christiania is a very scandinavian name, so too are its general esthetics as has been noted several times before.



Christiania became a symbol of a possible utopia. This symbol is still very much alive and gives to the free city its magical touch and charisma even if the “social experiment“ has had mitigated recognition.



Christiania is a small piece of land with an international notoriety. So Christiania can now be also considered as a brand, all the more that the location apparently was never officially baptized by this name. It is mentioned on maps as a touristy spot but not as a park or an official neighbourhood.



Christiania should be properly registered as a trademark at the Danish Patent and Trade Mark Office. Its associated logo already exists. The three yellow dots on a red background already stands as a flag. This sign has been chosen in reference to the three i of Christiania; it fits perfectly well with the name. Its colorfulness shows well the fanciness of the free town, almost like a clown outfit. The three dots also evoke the idea of a story or an adventure to continue ... this is so true !!



If Christiania is a brand, it can be considered as a very valuable intangible asset of the underlying economic organisation.



As far as we know, two names, “!Christiania!” and “!Bevar Christiania!”, have been registered at the Danish Patent and Trademark Office as a danish brand under classes 18 (leather goods, umbrellas and accessories), 25 (clothes and footwear) and 28 (games and sport articles), by the Fristaden Christiania Økonomigruppe in 2003.
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Then Christiania Bikes is another only Danish brand registered by Christiania Smedie Cykelfabrik I/S!(Dammegårdsvej 22 3782 Klemmensker) in 2003, in class 12,16, 24 and 25.



Christiania is also registered as an EC brand for alcoolic beverages (except beer) since 1999 in Norway and 2001 in the European Union by a company called Nordic Beverage AS.



A brand valuation and strategy could and should be planned. This point will be developped in the Projection of Christiania.



• knowledge and influences As we said, Christiania is a name evoking a lot. Christiania has thus been able over the last three decades to inspire many reflections and ideas coming from inside and ouside its actual population and perimeter.



As an utopian city, as a social experiment, as an ecological citizenship exemple, as an anarchy, as a communism or a community, as an alternative politics, as a artistic trend, as fictionalised place, as a playground, as a traditional picturesque danish garden, etc. Christiania has stimulated the inspiration of many persons. This is quite paradoxal if we remember that education and knowledge were not its best assets (no book, no library, no school).



All those manifestations have been helping Christiania to better define itself without succeeding entirely. Very little attention has been given in the past to the tangibility of the free town, the houses, the forms produced. As an example, It is only now that people pay attention to the specific landscape and architecture built by Christianite.



In opposition to older analysis, as we said in the introduction, we decided in the present audit, to consider Christiania as a living organism producing meaning and value so that we would avoid to fall into existing theories or patterns, and highlight the fact that Christiania is not a concept; it is a reality and its is this reality that we have, first of all, closely observed with a sharp sensibility.



On a more philosophical level, we could say, in reference to Gilles Deleuze that Christiania is an agencement and a percept. And according to Rolland Barthes, we have tried to answer to the so simple but so complex question : “what’s going on there ?“.
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We often mentioned a parallele between Christiania and the US as a source of inspiration for Christianites who have as a matter of fact built a Statue of Liberty at the entrance of Christiania. Just like the United State whose pioneers were the european “black sheep“ searching for freedom and having similar symptoma : low level of eduction, roughness and utopia, handicraft, folklore and entertainment, a minimum of laws, a minimal state, entrepreneurship, media powerful position, etc. Concerning the hope symbol, US President Lincoln said at his time that America was “the last, best hope of earth“.



On the contrary of the US, Christiania has kept the Danish sensibility for collective and organised activities. They have thus quickly designed their orginial meeting system. The second point that differs from the US is an early refusal of weapons and violence and no private property of land.



• The underlying project We initially posted the hypothesis that Christiania was a place to live, a place to work and a place to visit, evolving as living organism. After exploring the subtlety of its practises, analysing how it related to the world, and enhancing the mindscape behind it, we can now say that Christiania is a moral person, existing through a small community of persons, whose project is first of all to build a place to live, a place to work and a place to live, and secondly a place to resist, to create and to entertain.



Rather than a pure political or social resistence, or in addition to it, Christiania resist to outside authority, expectations and planning. Christiania wants to enjoy the freedom to sometimes make no plan or to the contrary make clear factual decisions, the freedom to take the initiative or to enjoy fanciness and free-styling, the freedom to work more than others or to smoke too many joints.



Christianites are comfortable with their irrationality and we should remember that irrationality is often the source of a lot of charm (and even progress) which is one of the best assets of the free-town.



Christiania definitely is a beautiful example of a collective and alive creation : a young society and a original, lively and well-knitted urban fabric.



Christiania is also a case of study for self-managed organisation worth of interest for the current research in management and leadership, like philharmonic orchestra playing with no chief.
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Conclusion and Recommendations



See attached document! : Projection of Christiania
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